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FROZEN WATER LINES NOTIFICATION 
 

With the anticipation of colder temperatures (below 
zero), the City of Lewistown is asking residents to be 
aware of the temperature of your water and take any 
necessary precautions.  If you have experienced a frozen 
line in the past or if someone in your neighborhood has 
a frozen service line, the best prevention is to start a 
trickle of water:  
 

*Residents need to know and understand, that the likelihood 
of frozen water lines WILL INCREASE when the outside temperature 

rises and falls driving the frost further down into the ground. 

 
 PLEASE NOTE:  The water service line that runs from the 
 City’s water shut off box (curb stop) to inside the home 
 is the owner’s responsibility.  If you have a frozen 
 service line, the cost of thawing service lines can be 
 expensive and there are a limited number of plumbers 
 that have the equipment to thaw.  The thawed lines are 
 then more susceptible to being frozen again unless a 
 steady stream of water is continuously run through the 
 water line. 
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RECOMENDATIONS 
 
When outside temperatures reach 20 degrees (or below), it is 
recommended that resident’s take preventative measures to keep their 
water lines and meter from freezing.  While these are not guaranteed to 
prevent a frozen water line, they will substantially reduce the risk.  Some 
recommendations are as follows: 
 

 Keep A Stream of Water Flowing at All Times: 
The best way to prevent the service line from freezing is to keep the 
water moving or running.  Turn a faucet on with a steady stream about 
the width of a standard #2 pencil is effective to prevent freezing.  This is 
estimated to use about 575 – 700 gallons per day.  It is estimated that a 
stream of water as suggested would fill a 1-gallon pail in approximately 
2 ½ minutes.   
 
Monitor Water Temperature and Pressure: 
If you choose not to keep a steady stream of water flowing, you may try 
to monitor the temperature or pressure of the water coming out of your 
faucet.  If you notice that the temperature is dropping, or the water 
pressure is dropping – you may want to start a steady flow of water.  
You can measure your waters temperature with a thermometer by 
keeping the thermometer under a running faucet (cold) for about five 
minutes and then reading the temperature.  The temperature should be 
around 45 degrees.  If it drops below 40 degrees, the frost may be 
getting close to the service line, which may be a warning sign to start a 
steady stream of water. 
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IF YOU SUSPECT YOUR WATER LINE IS FROZEN 
 
In the City of Lewistown, water service lines are the responsibility of the 
resident from the City’s water shut off box (curb stop) to inside the home, and 
is resident’s responsibility to maintain it in a proper working order. 
 
In the event of a frozen water line, please contact the City of Lewistown’s 
Public Works Department at (406) 535-1770 and notify them of the potential 
freeze up.  
  

There are a limited number of plumbers that have the equipment 
needed to thaw.  The Public Works Department may provide you with a 
current list of licensed plumbers in the area.   
 
Residents are responsible for hiring and paying a licensed plumber or 
other firm capable of safely thawing their service lines.  Homeowners 
will assume all risks and liabilities of using a pipe thawing service. 
 
If the line is successfully thawed, the resident is to contact the city to 
notify staff that the line is open. 
 
The resident must make every attempt to prevent the line from re-
freezing, run a streamline of water about the thickness of a #2 pencil. 
 
Residents shall monitor the flow of water as to not cause a back-up in 
the home. 
 
Residents may find that it is necessary to run a trickle of water will be 
responsible for the water bill in its entirety, unless the resident is 
required by the City to run water to protect the City’s water system, 
then the resident will pay their average bill until at which time the City 
asks them to stop running the water. 
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The City of Lewistown is NOT allowed to perform any 
maintenance or repair to water service lines from the 

house/business to the shut-off box (curb stop). 
 

While we are unable to thaw the service line, we may be able to provide 
temporary water if possible, by hooking up to hydrants or neighboring 
houses with owner’s permission.  
 
If a resident’s water line becomes frozen it will be the owner’s 
responsibility for any costs incurred in getting water to the residence. 
 
If only one home on a main-line is affected this will be considered a 
frozen service line.  The City may evaluate each incident on a case by 
case basis. 
 

If multiple homes on a single main-line are affected this may be considered a 
main line freeze. 

In the event of a main-line freeze, the City of Lewistown will make every 
attempt to restore water service in a timely manner. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

   

  

  

  

 


